Sustainable Development begins with Children

**NAWACITA #1:** Protect all people and provide security to all citizens.

**NAWACITA #2:** Clean, effective, democratic & reliable governance.

**NAWACITA #3:** Build Indonesia from its periphery.

**NAWACITA #4:** Corruption-free, dignified, and reliable law enforcement.

**NAWACITA #5:** Improve the quality of education.

**NAWACITA #6:** Improve people’s productivity.

**NAWACITA #7:** Achieve Economic Independence.

**NAWACITA #8:** Revolutionise the nation’s character.

**NAWACITA #9:** Strengthen diversity and creating spaces of dialogue.

**LEVERAGE PRIVATE INVESTMENT FOR CHILDREN.**

Only 22% of Indonesian children are registered under the national poverty line. Invest in: Children’s social security frameworks and social protection schemes.

**LEVERAGE THE DATA ECOSYSTEM TO SUPPORT SERVICE DELIVERY & MONITOR PROGRESS.**

Indonesia’s social media potential is under-utilised. Invest in: Young people as social media champions for development.

**SUPPORT YOUTH ENGAGEMENT TO DRIVE SOCIAL CHANGE.**

Indonesia is one of the most disaster-prone countries. Invest in: Innovative real-time data collection and analysis.

**STRENGTHEN THE RESILIENCE OF PEOPLE AND SYSTEMS.**

Indonesia is one of the most disaster-prone countries. Invest in: Building early childhood development programmes and 1 year of preschool for all children.

**ALL CHILDREN SHOULD BENEFIT FROM EARLY CHILDHOOD AND PRESCHOOL EDUCATION.**

83% of children don’t receive early childhood education. Invest in: Improving the quality of education.

**LEVERAGE PRIV ATE INVESTMENT FOR CHILDREN.**

Only 14% of companies in Indonesia report publicly on corporate social responsibility. Invest in: Promoting business practices in line with children’s rights throughout Indonesia’s economy and leveraging innovative funding for children such as Islamic financing.

**LOCALIZE the global goals (SDGs) for children in Indonesia.**

- **NO CHILD SHOULD LIVE IN POVERTY IN A MIDDLE INCOME COUNTRY.**
  - Invest in: Cash grant system that supports all poor children and their families.
- **NO MOTHER OR CHILD SHOULD DIE OF PREVENTABLE CAUSES & NO CHILD SHOULD BE MALNOURISHED.**
  - Invest in: Continuum of care for the first 1000 days of a child’s life and ending childbearing.
- **NO CHILD SHOULD BE MALNOURISHED.**
  - Invest in: Parenting and school-based programs to end violence.
- **ALL CHILDREN SHOULD BENEFIT FROM EARLY CHILDHOOD AND PRESCHOOL EDUCATION.**
  - Invest in: Publicly funded early childhood development programmes and 1 year of preschool for all children.
- **ALL CHILDREN SHOULD BE REGISTERED WHEN THEY ARE BORN.**
  - Invest in: Ensuring all children are registered with the civil authorities when they are born.
- **NO MOTHER OR CHILD SHOULD BE MALNOURISHED.**
  - Invest in: Protecting children from the consequences of natural disasters.
- **NO CHILD SHOULD LIVE IN FEAR IN A TOLERANT & PEACEFUL COUNTRY.**
  - Invest in: Promoting business practices in line with children’s rights throughout Indonesia’s economy and leveraging innovative funding for children such as Islamic financing.
- **STRENGTHEN THE RESILIENCE OF PEOPLE AND SYSTEMS.**
  - Invest in: Strengthening the resilience of people and systems.
- **LEVERAGE THE DATA ECOSYSTEM TO SUPPORT SERVICE DELIVERY & MONITOR PROGRESS.**
  - Invest in: Innovative real-time data collection and analysis.
- **LEVERAGE PRIV ATE INVESTMENT FOR CHILDREN.**
  - Invest in: Promoting business practices in line with children’s rights throughout Indonesia’s economy and leveraging innovative funding for children such as Islamic financing.
- **LOCALIZE the global goals (SDGs) for children in Indonesia.**
  - Invest in: Improving the quality of education.